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Mr.· Preside:nt, Ladies and. Gentlemen, 

1. As you all know, the subject on which I was requested to prepare a 
paper is .iinsurance supervision in developing countries 1i. An uncomfortable 
subject - many of you might thirJ: - to speak on to managers of insurance 
companies, somewhat like talking to the sheep about the wolf. But you need 
not worry, because - as I have already explained to other insurance fora 
not very long ago and as I al7l going to prove today - the kind of insurance 
supervis~~~ I have in '.nind are not rec.11;;" wolves; they D.re full;/ domesticated 
shepherd dogs, reliable friends a,nd protectors of' a,11 sheep, as long as the 
latter behave~ 

.· ,2. Now that I have put you at you.t' ease, I hope, let me explain how I 
intend to deal with my subject. I think, I 1v.ust first define what, in my 
opinion, is the correct r::;cope .:ind purpose of insurance supervision, in 
particular as regards the specific needs of developing countries. Then, I 
shall refer to the various Elffchods of practical insurance supervision. 
Finally, I ,;rill try to e=".:::;:,18.in ',Jhy in many countries, developing as well as 
developed, insurance supervision operates in_:.;, far from optimal manner • 

3. Gambling is a. very selfish kind of a game. The gambler, confident 
rightly or wrongl;r - of his particular skills, or simply trusting his good 
fortune, plays against a group of other go.mblers and hopes to gain with a 

, minimum of input a :naximum return, to the detriment of the other partici
pants in the scheme, i.e. the losers. The techhique of co!'rect (non
fraudulent) gambling cc:on be explained b3r the theory of strategic games. 
OJ.ie of the elements of strategic eameG is the accepted probability of ruin 
of any of the participErts. 

4. In principle, insurance is exactly the opposite of gambling. By 
Joining a mutuality of risks - ;:i, so-called insurance portfolio - e,:i,ch 
insured seeks, together with the other mel'1bersof themutualityt - and 

' 

:hot at their expense, .r.s is the case in gambling - to minimise his potential 
losses due to event$ beyond his control. The probabili t:r of ruin of any of 
the participa,."lts ancl of' the collecfivi-ti itself should be completely eliclli
nated in a well fundioning insurance scheme. The equity of terms and con
ditions for each of the participants and for the mutual scheme itself (be 
i-t a s-toci.;: company, a cooperative or ,.;,ny other kind of institution) guaran
tees almost autoriatically the necessary stability. 
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5o In ,:;ractice 7 insur2nce sche;,1es do not always function in the above 
correct mutualistic spirit, because there is no automatic guarantee-against 
nny infiltration of gambling, or of strategic game attitude, to put it more 
mildly. It might happen that sorne gToups or indivi'duJ.1 · Members of the 
insured public or some insurance companies do not respect the rules of the 
insurance game, either intentionally - by trying to extract U1J.due profits 
out of the mutur.li ty - or lJy sheer incompetence and ignorance. The primary 
role of insurance supervision is to prevent such speculative infiltrations 
and to keep insurance close to its ;true purposeo 

6. You may have noticed. that contrary to the more traditional explan
ation, a,crcording to i,rhich the sole purpose of insurance supervision is to 
protect the policy holders a,gainst possible ebuses of m1trustworthy or in
coopetent insurance concerns, my a,pproach is a r.iuch broader oneo It is 
insurance itself, as 211 institution and as an important economic and social 
service, which must be protected in the general national interest and in 
the interest of the public as a whole. In order to protect insurance, the 
supervisor must protect both the insured public and the insurance concerns, 
for instance against irrational consumeris::n, unheal th~,r competition, excessive 
taxation c1.i1d so forth, points to which I shall revert later. 

7. The following clGar definition of the scope and purpose of insurance 
supervision was adopted a few years ago in Br.ngkok by the insurance com
missioners of Asia and confirmed subsequently by their Africa.r. and Latin 
American colleagues at separate meetings : 11The scope and purpose of 
insurance supervision in a developing country is the establishment in the 
country of a sound national insurance market, providing adequate cover of 
risks at fair prices, contributing to the econo:11io and social development 
of the oou.'ltry and reducing the outflow of for0ig.r1. exchange due to insurance 
and reinsurance transactions. 11 

8. This is a very modern definition. First 1 -to the concept of solvency, 
contained in the expression1m sound market rr, it adds that of equity, 
reflected in the words 11adequate cover of risks at fair prices" •.. Second, 
it puts the emphasis on supervision of the natio1w,l market as a whole 
instead of, or in a,ddition to, supervision of individual insurance com
panieso Finavy, it refers to the economic and social development of the 
country and to',, the outflot1 of fore.icn exchange. It is clear that under 
these circumstances insurance supervision becomes a polioy instrUJ11ent aimed 
at moulding the nt~tiona.l insurance market into rm optimal shape, best 
suited to the needs of the public and of the co1.mtry as d, whole. It is a 
r:iost worthy task, which requires a highly competent insurance supervisory 
service working in close co-operation with the insurance industry of the 
country. 

9. :Before turning to the methods of practical inrrm:ance supervision, I 
wish to recapitulate its main objectivefJ by erouping them in the :following 
mrumer: 
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(1) Promotion of the stri.1r:ture of the national insUJ.0 8.llCe 
market 2.c regards the quantity Md quaL l;y of insurance 
concerns opera.ting therein, in particulax as regards 
the increasing importance that domestic ins1.1rance 
concerns should hc,v0 in this ,"'larket. 

(2) Promotion of the national market in terms of vohu11e 

(3) 

of ins1.u.0 arlce business 1-1ndorI-;ritten in the country, 
since a l;:;.rger vslume of business creates stability of 
the local portfolios ,1.nd enhances na,tional underwriting 
,s1,nd retention ca:pe,ci ties. 

Supervision of tho oolvoncy of tho inclividual insurance 
concerns as well as of the otpri:ty of terms and conditions 
of insurance contracts offered to the public and of 
tariffo applied. Promotion of the economic and social 
role of insura,j:1ce in general. 

When referring to these three groups of objectives, I should like to call 
them the sj;,rl!£_turF.1;,l.,.,2b.,,i.~)i"1Le, the co,pacit,;y: ob_iecti_ye ,".nd ,!,,he 12rotection 
of tll: nu]iliq, o~ .. ctJ2;~• 

10. It is clc,cx, that .:ir;1011g the v2,rious '"'cti vi ties of the supervisory 
authority some will be directed priE:1arily towards nchieving the "protection 
of the publicl! objective, whilst others will be aimed at one of the other 
tt-.ro objectives. What is ver;/ important is that the supervisor keeps 
constantly c1,ll three objectives in mind and does not sacrifice the one 
for the otJ1.er. This may sound ver: 0 difficult, but it is not so in 
reality. In fe,ct, there is "" dirc,ct correl2,tion bet·.,een the three 
objectives, so that supervisory measu.res c'.imed at achieving any of the 
three generally tend to 110,ve beneficial repercussions on the ether 
objectives as welL Some examples will follow which will illustrate the 
point I am mal;:i;.1g. 

11. One of the basic f'ea.ture8 of practical insurance supervision is 
the _lj.censing of JnSB:I',21.ce concerns. Authorisation to transact insurance 
business is in fact tln indispensable pre-requisite of insurance super
visioni By applying tor a licence the insurnnce tonc·ern places itself 
under insurance supervision and becomes bound to observe the rt~les 11nd 
regulations e;overnine the locc.~l insurance r.'.arket. For its part, the 
supervisory authority, whilst imposing on the licensed insurer these 
rules and regulations, assumes the obligation to pr0vent non-licensed 
concerns from transacting the same kind of business in the country, thus 
ensuring fair and equn,l terms of competition OH the market. 



12. The supervisory authority must have two ma.in considerations in 
mind when dealing with an application for a licence ; first, whether 
the applicant is a trustwort~y and technically competent insurer; 
second, whether his presence in the national insurance market will be 
positive or negative, namely whether the new company will improve the 
market by offering new or better t;irpes of cover at fair prices, by 
injecting additional stimulus through sound competition and by creating 
higher underwriting and retention capacitiesi or, on the contrary, 
whether the new insurer will tend to harm a market already overburdened 
with too large a number of relatively weak. insurance concerns. 

13. Within the framework of their general insura.:1ce market policy, 
many developing countries recognise an additional element of exceptional 
importance to them: the need to increase the participation of their 
domestic insurance concerns in their own insurance markets, which are 
often preponderantly in the hands of branches and agencies of for~tgn 
insurers. Licensing is one of the means by which the insurance super
visor may guide the market towards a structure mnro consistent with 
the above aim. In other words, an adequate policy in the field of 
licensing may rneet simultaneously 0,ll three main objectives on insurance,, 
supervision: the structural improvement of the market, the increase 
of local underwriting and retention capacity, and the effective pro
tection of the public. 

14. Next on my list after licensing comes the control of solyency 
of insurance ccncerns. The supervisory authority receives and scrutinises 
regularly the so-called annual returns of the insurance concerns under 
its supervision - provided that these returns are well conceived and 
comprehensive enough to allow valid conclusions - and tries to gain a 
clear picture of the solvency of these concerns. Furthermore, by compar
ing the various data., it also draws conclusions on the soundness of the 
market as a whole. It is clear that different action is required if 
an individual company becomes insolvent in an otherwise sound insurance 
market, than if the market as a whole tends tG- be unsound. 

15. There are two elements in the balance sheet of an insurance 
concern which have a decisive influence on its solvency. The technical 
reservest which represent an evaluation of the liabilities, and the 
assets·•~ whiJh covor these liabilities. Both, the value of assets in 
the balance sheet and the amount of liabilities, are estimates, and the 
supervisory authority may encounter serious difficulties in verifying 
the accuracy of these estimates, in particular those of the so-called 
technical reserves. There is no easy way out of this task; the super
visor must evaluate the accUI'acy of the technical reserves stated by 
the companies, because otherwise he carmot cfrai·1 any va.lid conclusion 
on their solvency. In order to perform this task well, the supervisor 
needs a great deal of t0ch..11.ical skill, ingenuity and imagination. He 
must constantly keep in mind that, whilst most insurance concerns do 
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their best to evaluate their :1sscts and liabilities correctly, somci may 
fail 't'o dci' ·so ci thor duo to a genuine ,involun.tary ~istako.,. or for .tic 
purpose of hiding their insolvency. 

16. In viow of the difficulties arising in connec~ion with verification 
of the technical reserves, there is latc,ly a tendency to rely increasingly 
on so-called solvency margins, calculated in a rather schematic manner 
(percentage of premiums wri tton, or of cLtirns, etc.). This tendency is 
to be deplored in so far as it distracts the supervisory authority's 
attention from the core of the problem, which is, and will always remain, 
the accurate evaluation of the technical reserves. As long as the toch
nical reserves and the assets arc correctly· r:·vo.luated, both evaluations 
containing some safeguards ags.inst 2,dvcrso fluctuations, no additional 
guarantees arc nccossnry. On the othor hand, 110 schematic solvency 
margin cru1 save an insurance concern which systematically under-evaluates 
its technical reserves. 

17. Third on my list of basic features of practical insuruncc super-
vision is the control of tariffs. I do not call :'control of tariffs 11 the 
freezing of those tariffs at some technically unsound level. ··On the 
contrar3r, I believe that the supervisory authority should be closely 
associated with the way tho compa:.1ies compute their tariffs and be ready 
to defend their adequacy against political pressure. In practice, tariffs 
can be controlled in three ways: individually, i.e. tariff by tariff 
submitted, in relation to the extent of cover and to the technical results 
of the company submitting it, semi-collectively, i.e. on the basis of 
the so-called minimal tariffs for each kind of cover, below which no 
insurer is allowed to reduce his rates.whatever his individual experience 
may be; rmiformly, by declaring a, tariff compulsory for all insurance 
con<1crns tra.."lsacting a certain kind of business. 

18. On this point, I wish to put before you one of my theories, which 
links the three main features of r,:actical insurance supervision, namely 
licensing, control of solvency c111d control of tariffs. ".'I am convinced 
-that in many oases, both in developing and developed countries, it is 
the Governments acting through their supervisory authorities who are 
more.to blame for the insolvency of insurance concerns than the concerns 
themselves. By being, too inactive or by taking inadequate measures, 
such as permitting the proliferation of woak and often "mushroom" 
insurance concerns, tolerating unsound and often cut-throat competition, 
freezing tariffs at m1economically low levels, augmenting administrative 
expenses, the supervisory authorities contribute to rendering the entire 
market insolvento Ho wonder that in a bankrupt insurance market insurance 
concerns become insolvent. To put it in a different way, insurance super-

. vision should be preventive rather than corrective in order to achieve 
its objectives. A good mo.rkot □truoture, adequate tariffs, etc., create 
a priori sound market conditions and solvenc;)' follows automatically as a 
bonus to both the insured public and the insurance concerns. 



19. Another task of the supervisory authority is the control of 
e::mtracts offered to the publi2_. Tho theory that the terms of an insuran 
contract, like those of any ether commercial agreement, should be left 
to the full discretion of the h;r; contracting parties, the insurer and 
tho insured, may have its merits, but it can hardlJ be considered 
compatible with one of the objectives of insurance supervision, namely 
the protection of the interests of the public. In fact, thG i,doa that 
the great mass of policy holders, if loft to themselves, would be ti.ble 
i,;o negotiate the terms of their contracts and to obtain satisfaction, 
is hopelessly unrealistic. On tho other hand, in a period of excessive 
consumerism the supervisory authorHy should prevent insurers from 

. being exposed to the danger of unlimi tod claims going far beyond the 
scope of the cover they intended to provide and clearly incompatible 
with the tariffs applied. As I explained at the beginning of my speech, 
supervision should protect insurance as a whole, that is both the 
insured public and the insurance concerns servicing the public, which 
is in tho public's o~m interest. 

20. The necessity to supervise very closely the tariffs applied and 
the scope of cover offered to the public is imperative in the case of 
compulsory insurance. In fact, most forms of compulsory insurance create 
the largest possible community of interests affecting the entire popula
tion and it is only fair to secure correct terms awl conditions, that is 
solvency and equity, for a public that has no choice but to buy those 
compulsory insurance covers. If the mechanism of compulsory insurance 
is properly utilised by the supervisory authority nnd operated on fair 
terms and conditions, compulsory insurance schemes not only in motor 
but also in accident, fire and other classes of insurance,. may render 
excellent services to the public, promote the volume of insurance busi
ness underwritten in the country, stabilise the insurance portfolios 
through their non-selective cross-section effects and enhance the reten
tion capacity of the national market. 

21. Speaking of the rotention capacity leads me stro.ight to another 
task of practical insurance supervision, whish is the control of reinsura.n, 
arrangements, Reinsurance cessions should be considered as an important 
factor of the direct insurer's solvency. In fact, insufficient 
reinsurance exposes·the insurer to liabilities beyond his retention 
capacity a;nd endangers the financial stability of the concern, whilst 
excessive reinsurance may swallow up too largo a part of the premium 
income and be_com0 such a heavy burden that the concern may not be 
able to bear it for long. In addition, when premiums for eJ:cessi ve 
reinsurance are paid to foreign reinsurers, the country's balance of 
payments is adversely affected. All these considerations explain why 
the supervisory authority should be kept informed by each direct writing 
company of its main reinsurance plans and arrangements, as well u.s of the 
quality of reinsurance companies with which reinsurance is effected. 
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22Q This n1ethod of controlling foreign reinsur8rs not directly but 
through regulations applicable to local direct insurers is very often 
applied. In fact, raost supervisory authorities feel that giving direct 
instructions to international reinsurers might prov8 ineffective in 
the absence of legal ties betwee1,. the local authorities and such 
reinsurers. The supervisory authorities prefer to give instructions 
to the local coding conpo,nies affecting also their foreign reinsurers. 
For instance, by obliging the codinc companies to invest locally the 
gross amou..7.t of theil· technical reserves, the supervisor can oblige 
the foreign roinsurcrs to comply ri,lso beoa.usc the ceding companies will 
not be able to set up gross reserves if their rcinsurcrs do not deposit 
with them a part of the reserves corresponding to the reinsured risks. 
I\'Iay I add a warning to nation,"'l supervisors, not to be too inflexible 
as regards reinsurance regulation,1, bcca,use such an atti tudc might 
worsen considerably the terms on which the loca.l_companies could obtain 
foreign reinsurance cover. 

23. Now I should like to conclude the part of my paper which deals 
with methods of practical insurance supervision by suggesting a very 
pragmatic approach in this field. Doctrinaire and schematic interventions 
should be ailoided, first because they are generally ineffective and 
seconct because they are an uru1ccessary burden on both i11surers and • 
controllers. A good insureJ1.ce supervisor must knou precisely why he 
takes a given measure and what ho expects the results to be. lJhen 
investigating a company, the supervisor must listen very carefully to 
what the oornpan:,- hRs to toll hii:1 c:ibout its state 0f solvency and mode 
of operations and must also be able to read betueen the lines what it 
is the concern docs not report to him. His subsequent action must then 
be tailored to the specific requirements of the cornpany in question and 
to those of the market as a whole, as opposed to satisfying only purely 
formE,l requirements. Insurance legislation must of course give the 
supervisory authority sufficient discretionary power to carry out its 
ta.llk in such a pragmatic manner. 

The r8le of insurance_l.ogislation 

24. You may have noticed that it is the first time that I mention 
insurance legislation in my paper. I fully recognise the importance of 
adequate insurance' legislation, without which insurance supervision can
not bo implemented, but I honestly believe that n. good supervisory auth
ority should be much more than a mere police force implementing a law. 
Based on a solid legal background, that is on ,1doquate insurance legisla
tion, the supervisory authority should perform a highly political - I 
mean, policy-making - executive function in the economic and social 
sphere. The insurance market as a whole and the public in general 
should strongly support such dl1. approach to insurance supervision and 
collaborate in its correct implementation. 
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25. -Unfortunately, in many countries, both dev~Joping and developed, 
inswance supervision does not succeed in playing i-ts rolo in the above 
optimum manner. On the contrary, even in some of.those developing 
countries where insura..ncc1 legislation is well formulated and provides 
the super isory authority with al_ the necessary toe ls for doing its 
job properly, the su.pcr-,risors fail to live up to the letter of the law, 
let alone to go beyond the letter and accomplish their task fully. I 
will finish 1r;y paper by referring briefly to the two main reasons for 
,:;uch failures. 

26. First, the sta.ff of many supervisory authorities often lacks 
technical insurance expertise, which handicaps them in performing- their 
duties efficiently. Evon when they suspect that something is goi11g 
wrong in the field of solvency1 or in that of tariffs applied - just to 
give two examples - the supervisors cannot prove their point, especially 
when they have to face highly educated and experienced insurance tech
nicians working for foreign insura11co and reinsurance concerns. Intensive 
insurance training is the key to solving this problem. In fuct 1 when 
performing his duties the controller should be on an equal par with the 
controlled, as regards his technical qualifications and experience; this 
is an indispensable condition for effective i11sur0.11ce supervision. 

27. Tb.e second main reason of failure is the reh,ti vely low admi;_1i-
struti ve rank and precarious political position of the heads of man;:,r 
supervisory authorities. No government has ·over considered putting as 
head of the National Bank of the country, which supervises the entire 
banking sector, a low ranking civil servant with many supervisors above 
him and who is open to all kinds of political and administrative pressures. 
Yet, as regards the insurance sector, the economic and social-impact of 
which is often compar::iule to that of the banks, many governments believe 
quite wrongly - that 2, simple chief of section of a ministry, without 
direct access to his Minister or to the Government itself, could play 
the r61 e r ·F_' the head of the count0 y' s insurance supc·~vi sion .. and perform 
successfuily the extensive executive and policy ma.king functions involved. 

28. The adverse 
are too obvious to 
and wish to e:x:f.end 

effects of such an approach 
need any further comments. 
to all of you my thanks for 

Kuala Lumpur, 28 October 1977 

to insurance supervision 
I prefer to conclude here 
your kind attention. 


